Mr. Roſe,

Ou require of me fome Direions
concerning Making and Ordering
of Wines, to compleat, and adorn your
Vineyard...

Y

 Wine-making English’d 

J

ohn Evelyn’s interest in cider resulted in his Pomona; Or, An Appendix concerning
Fruit-Trees in relation to CIDER; The Making, and severall wayes of Ordering it,
which was published by order of the Royal Society in , & extensive
excerpts from which are posted elsewhere on this site.
Even less well known than this is the fact that his interest in the growing of
grapes and the production of wine led him to write the following text, which so
far as I can determine is the earliest description of wine-making to have been
written in - as distinct from translated into - the English language.
The text first appeared in  as an attachment to John Rose’s The English
Vineyard Vindicated., a book actually written by Evelyn from information supplied
by Rose, a gardener whom Evelyn greatly admired. But as is clearly stated in
Evelyn’s preface to it, the attachment - called The Vintage - is by Evelyn alone; and
by , both of these texts were published as additions to The French Gardiner,
which was a translation by Evelyn from the French of Nicolas de Bonnefons.
The transcription which follows is from the edition of .
::

 The Vintage 

Mr. Roſe,

Ou require of me fome Direions concerning
Making and Ordering of Wines, to
compleat, and adorn your Vineyard: I fend you
in this Paper the mor material things which I
have at any time gather’d and obferv’d; fubjed
noverthelefs to the Animadverons of the more
experienc’d; and therefore you will do your felf
right, to converfe with Others (more vers’d in this
argument) before you annex it to your Book.

Y

J. Evelyn.

THE

V I N T A G E.
Ather your Grapes when very plump, and tranfparent, which is
when the Seeds or rones come forth black, and clear, not Vifcous or
clammy; that the ralks begin to crivel at the part next the Branch,
which is a gne it has done feeding. Grapes therefore cannot be over-ripe,
and where they make the be Wines, the Clurers hang till they are almo
wared, and the ralks near quite dry; as in Candy, and Greece, and even in
France, they ay till the leaf be ready to (p. ) drop; nor do they much
impair, though Fror or Rain do frequently ſurpriſe them, provided it prove
dry one Fortnight, before Gathering time.
It is be to cut, and not pull them from the Vine, in the Moons decreaſe,
and to put them in Baoets, each ſort apart, taking only the be-ripe, clean,
and unbruiſed.
In mo places they tread them with their naked Feet in a Vat, pierced full
of holes at the bottom, through which the Liquor runs into a Keeler, plac’d
under it; but ‘tis better to void it as ‘tis prefs’d out; becauſe it is found to
carry with it too much of the trac, and groer parts. Others heap in ſo
many, that the very weight of the Bunches preſs themſelves; and thus is that
rare Lachrymæ made, which is not obnoxious to that ſurcharge of tindure,
and harcnefs which the preed Wines commonly betray. (p. )
If you would make Claret, let it remain with the Marc or huſks, till the
tindure be to your liking: But the White are Tunn’d immediately, as ſoon as
bruis’d, where they perfe their fermentation and working. The be courſe
is to nk a Baſket into the preed Marc, and ſo to ſeparate the Mur from
the Huos, and take out the pure Liquor only; the re will remain behind,
fub3de, and nk to the bottome of the Veffel, and may ſerve for Claret, or a
ruder wine.
When the White is Tunn’d, cloſe it immediately, and very accurately, fear
not your Veffel if well made; nce the force of the working (which may
poſbly continue nine, or ten dayes) will not violate it, as ſome imagine; and
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therefore imprudently leave the bung-hole open, to the utter loſs of its fpirits;
to prevent which therefore, at the filling, leave half a foot or more, void;
and for Claret ſomewhat (p. ) above, which repleniſh at ten dayes end
(when the fury of working is over) with ſome proper Wine that will not
provoke it to motion again. This proceffe mu be frequently repeated if
need require; for new Wine will ſpend & wa ſomewhat, till it be perfe;
yea even to the very Spring, as far as April, leaving the more fœculent, and
groer parts in the fir.
This is the manner of Languedoc, and Southern parts of France; but
about Paris (which is the neare in conritution to our Country) they permit
the Marc to abide in the Mur two dayes, and as many nights for White Wine,
and at the lea, a week for their Clarets.
Some preſs their White Grapes by themfelves, and afterwards mix them; and
yet even Red Grapes will make a White-wine, if timely freed of the Huo; but
the Colour follows the nature of the huo, and mu therefore be treated
accordingly as to the (p. ) period of receiving Tindure, by frequent taring
it, and experiment, till it be to your Eye, and Palats liking. But in this interim
(le too much fpirits ſhould evaporate) let an exa Cover of Wood (made
like the lid of a round box) be fitted to your Vat, and to render it the cloſer,
aſ it with a linnen cloth, that it may be exaly ju, drawing out your Mur
by a Spigot at the bottom of the Veffel. In ſhort, (to avoid the many
inconveniencies which happen to Wines by permitting them to abide too
long macerating the Huos) ‘tis better to daſh it with a little Art, by mingling
ſome Red, or other Wine naturally charg’d, than adventure the ſpoiling of
the Whole, for this onely Circumance, there being very few natural Wines,
but what have this aſance, not to call it Adulteration.
In Italy they put the Huos, and Stones together into that which is (p. )
preſs’d, and ſo let it Work a fortnight, and then add a third part of Water,
to render it leſs heady and rrong; but our Wines will by no means ſupport
this dilution. In ſome parts of France they Tun it when it has wrought in the
Keelers, filling up (as we deſcrib’d) what works out the fir three or four days
with what they ſqueeze from the Huos, which ſome think very praicable
with us.
While this Working and Filling continues, cloſe up carefully the North
Windows (if any) of your Cellar, le it fowre your Liquor ; and about the
expiration of March, op your Veffel for good and all. Some repleniſh their

Working Wines with water onely, eſpecially, the la time; provided it exceed
not a Quart in a large quatity: Others, roll their Caos about the Cellar to
blend with the Lees, and after a few days re-ſettlement, rack it off with
great improvement, about the ſame feafon. (p. )
When now your Mu is Tunn’d, preſs your Marc; this, though no delicate
Drink, will yet keep long, and is proper to mingle with other, and give it
the body you dere. Others prefer the caing a convenient quantity of
Fountain-Water on the Huos as ſoon as the be Wine is trodden, or forced
out and Tunn’d; and there let it Colour, drawing, and ſupplying it by
degrees, as long as tindure, tare and Virtue, remains good. Be very careful
to empty the Vat of the Huos as ſoon as ever your Water or mixture is
drawn, le it give ſuch a tang to your Vat, as you can never free it of again;
and therefore by all means I adviſe you to have two Veffels, that one of them
alone may be dein’d to this employment of mixing your Wines.
The be expedient to multiply Wine, is (when all is ſaid) to fill your Vat
with whole Grapes or Clurers, and three or four dayes (p. ) after, to draw
out the Mur, which will run off it ſelfe into a Veffel plac’d by the Vat, and
well opp’d: Afterwards, tread the Grapes, pouring in a good quantity of
Water, and then immediately adding the Mur that you before reſerved to
work and ferment together: This is eeem’d of all other the mo approved
way, and may promiſe a reaſonable good Wine, and fair ſucceſs.

To Purifie Wine.

Ut it into your Veffel the planings, or Chips of green Beech, the Rind carefully
peel’d off; but fir, boyl them in clear Water about an houres ſpace, to
extra their rankneß; then dry them perfely well in the Sun or an Oven:
Lee than one Bucel of Chips is ſufficient to fine an whole Tun of Wine;
and it will (p. ) ſet your Wine in a gentle working, & purifie it in twenty
four hours, giving it a good and agreeable flavor.
Theſe Chips may be waced again, and will ſerve the better, upon the like
Occaon, and even till they are almo conſum’d. Let your Chips be plan’d
off as long, and large, as you can get them, and put them in at the Bung-hole.
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Laly,
Some dulcorate, and ſweeten their Wines (to prevent harcneffe) with Rai3ns
of the Sun, trodden into the Vat, and perhaps to good purpoſe a little
plump’d before; or boyling half the Mur in a Veffel a good hour, and fcumming
it, tun it up hot with the other.
About April you may pierce your Wine to Drink, &c.
I could dilate much more upon all theſe particulars, but theſe Rules are
plaine and ea3e, and more would be but fuperfluous. Diſpoſe therefore of
them as you think fit. (p. )
By mur, they gnifie the newly prefs’d Liquor, whil it ferments or remains
in the Vat, and before it is Tunn’d.
By Marc, is meant the Huos of the Grapes when the Liquor is expreſs’d.
Note, that ſome inead of Treading, ſqueeze the Bunches ‘twixt their
hands; Others Prefs them in an Engine like a Cider-prefs, putting the Clurer
into a Rai3n-frail or Bag of Hair-cloth. (pp. -, complete)
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